Addendum 2
Invitation to Bid 15102
Construction - Electrical Distribution Upgrade
On behalf of The City of Egegik
February 5, 2015
Submission of Bids – no change.
Addendum 2 is issued to make the following corrections and changes.
1. Question: “On sheet E2.6 from pole 8A-14a to pole 8A-14b it says to install 3#2
JCN15KV cables in 2” HDPE duct but they go into a single phase primary riser, I
would like a little clarification on this.”
Answer: This was a typo on Sheet E2.6 the note on the buried conductor
between pole 8-14a and j-box 8A-14b that reads “NEW 3#2 JCN 15kV
CABLE IN 2” HDPE DUCT” is revised to say “NEW #2 JCN 15kV
CABLE IN 2” HDPE DUCT”. There is also a typo on the nearby road
crossing. The note on the buried conductor between pole 8A-15 and
sectionalizing cabinet 8A-16, which reads “3 EACH 3#2 JCN 15kV
CABLE…” is revised to say “3 EACH #2 JCN 15kV CABLE…”
2. Question: “I don’t see any pole grounds on the staking sheets, do I include this
with other units and how many of them are there?”
Answer: The pole grounding location requirements are called out in
Specification Section 16400, Paragraph 3.14; however, the grounding
detail is not called out. Provide RUS detail H1.1 for all pole grounds at
locations indicated in 16400 Paragraph 3.14.
3. Question: “On the material, is all of the material for this job supposed to be in
Egegik or is just part of it there and we have to figure out what else we need?”
Answer: The majority of required materials are currently on site but the
contractor must make a pre-construction site visit to produce a material
list for the City to procure all additional required materials. See Project
Schedule under 00800 SC1, Section 01100 Summary of Work, and
Section 16020 Receipt of Owner Furnished Materials.
4. Question: “Can we have a copy of the schedule of values in Excel format?”
Answer: An Excel version of the Bid Schedule is attached and will be posted
online at http://www.aideaaeaprocurement.org/
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5. Question: “Do we have to bring a field office to Egegik?”
Answer: The Contractor must furnish an office but it can be an imported
portable unit or local space at the Contractor’s preference. There is
local office space and/or a portable office connex available in Egegik.
Contact City Administrator Don Strand at (907) 233-2400 for more
information.
6. Question: “I am assuming that most of the rebuild of these power lines has to be
done hot, is that correct or can we take extended outages?”
Answer: Outages are to be kept to a minimum and coordinated with the City in
accordance with Sheet E1.2 General Note 4.
7. Please acknowledge this addendum on the bid schedule.
Thank you for your interest in this project.
Very truly yours,

AltheaSClapp
Althea S. Clapp, Senior Contracting Officer
aclapp@aidea.org
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